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THE GREAT c0NTRACrION

how much is taken as given. For it is true also, as we shall see, that
different and feasible actions by the monetary authorities could Isave
prevented the decline in the stock of moneyindeed, could have produced
almost arty desired increase in the money stock. The same actions
would also have eased the banking difficulties appreciably. Prevention
or moderation of the decline in the stock of money, let alone the substitu-

tion of monetary expansion, would have reduced the contraction's severity
and almost as certainly its duration. The contraction might still have been
relatively severe. But it is hardly conceivable that money income could
have declined by over one-half and prices by over one-third in the course
of four years if there had been no decline in the stock of money.2

1. The Course of Money, Income, Prices, Velocity, and Interest Rates

Chart 16, which covers the two decades from 1914 to 1933, shows the
magnitude of the contraction in the perspective of a longer period.
Money income declined by 15 per cent from 1929 to 1930, 20 per cent
the next sear, and 27 per cent in the next, and then by a further 5 per
cent from 1932 to 1933, even though the cyclical trough is dated in

March 1933. The rapid decline in prices made the declines in real income
considerably smaller but, even so, real income fell by 11 per cent, 9 per
cent, 18 per cent, and 3 per cent in the four successive years. These are
extraordinary declines for individual years, let alone for four years in
succession. All told, money income fell 53 per cent and real income 36
per cent, or at continuous annual rates of 19 per cent and 11 per cent,
respectively, over the four-year period.

Already by 1931, money income was lower than it had been in any year
since 1917 and, by 1933, real income was a trifle below the level it had
reached in 1916, though in the interim population had grown by 23 per
cent. Per capita real income in 1933 was almost the same as in the de-
pression year of 1908. a quarter of a century earlier. Four years of con-
traction had temporarily erased the gains of two decades, not, of course,
by erasing the advances of technology, but by idling men and machines.
At the trough of the depression one person was unemployed for every
three employed.

In terms of annual averagesto render the figures comparable with
the annual income estimatesthe money stock fell at a decidedly lower

2 This view has been argued most cogently by Clark Warhurton in a series of
important papers, including: "Monetary Expansion and the Inflationary Gap,"
American Economic Reulew, June 1944, pp. 320, 325-326; "Monetary Theory,
Full Production, and the Great Depression," Economeirica, Apr. 1945, pp. 124-
128; "The Volume of Money and the Price Level Between the World Wars,"
Journal of Political Economy, June 1945, pp. 155-163; "Quantity and Frequency
of Use of Money in the United States, 1919-45," Journal o/ Political Economy,
Oct. 1946, pp. 442-450.
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CHART 27
Money Stock, Currency, and Commercial Bank Deposits,

Monthly, 1929March 1933
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rate than money income__by 2 per cent, 7 per cent, 17 per cent, and 12per cent in the four years from 1929 to 1933, a total of 33 per cent, or ata continuous annual rate of 10 per cent. As a result, velocity fell bynearly one-third. As we hate seen, this is the usual qualitative relation:velocity tends to rise during the expansion phase of a cycle and to fallduring the contraction phase. In general, the magnitude of the movementin velocity varies directly with the magnitude of the corresponding move-ment in income and in money. For example, the sharp decline in velocityfrom 1929 to 1933 was roughly matched in the opposite direction by thesharp rise during World War I. which accompanied the rapid rise in thestock of money and in money income; and, in the same direction, by the
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CHART 28
Prices, Personal Income, and Industrial Production, Monthly,

1929March 1933
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sharp fall thereafter accompanying the decline in money income and in the
stock of money after 1920. On the other hand, in mild cycles, the move-
ment of velocity is also mild.3 In 1929-33, the decline in velocity,
though decidedly larger than in most mild cycles, was not as much
larger as might have been expected front the severity of the decline
in income. The reason was that the accompanying bank failures greatly
reduced the attractiveness of deposits as a form of holding wealth and
so induced the public to hold less money relative to income than it
otherwise would have held (see section 3, below). Even so, had a decline

See Milton Friedman, The Demand for Money: Some Theoretical and Empiri-
cal Results, New York, National Bureau of Economic Research, Occasional Paper
68, 1959, p. 16.
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CHART 29

Common Stock Prices, Interest Yields, arid Discount Rates of
Federal Reserve Sank of New York, Monthly, 1929March 1933
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TI-SF. GREAT CONTRACTION

in the tos.k ol nioncv beets avoided. velocity also ould probably have d-
ciiircd less and thus would have reinforced money in rnoderatiiist tlis de
dine in mcorne.

For a closer look at the course of events during these traumatic years.
we shift from annual to monthly figures. Chart 27 reproduces on an ex-
panded tune scale tor 1929 thiough March 1933 the stock of money. as
plotted on Chart 16, and adds series on deposits and currency. Chart 28
reproduces the senes on inclustrsal production and wholesale prices, and
adds a series ott personal income. Chart 29 plots a number of interest
rates---oi special importance because of the crucial role played during
the contraction by changes in financial marketsand also Standard
and Poor's index of common stock prices and the discount rates of the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

It is clear that the course of the contraction was far front uniform.
The vertical lines mark off segments into which we have divided the p'-
nod for further discussion. Although the dividing lines chosen designate
monetary eventsthe focus of our special interestCharts 28 and 29
demonstrate that the resulting chronology serves about equally well to
demarcate distinctive behavior of the other economic magnitudes.

TI-SE STOCK MARKET CRASH, OCTOBER 1929

The first date marked is October 1929. the month in which the bull
market crashed. Though stock prices had reached their peak on Sep-
tember 7. when Standard and Poor's composite price index of 90 common
stocks stood at 254, the decline in the following four weeks was orderly
and produced no panic. In fact, after falling to 228 on October 4. the
index rose to 245 on October 10. The decline thereafter degenerated
into a panic on October 23. The next day, blocks of securities were
dutnped on the market and nearly 13 million shares were traded. On
October 29, when the index fell to 162, nearly 16 million shares were
traded, compared to the daily average during September of little niore
than 4. million shares.4 The stock market crash is reflected in tile sharp
wiggle in the money series, entirely a result of a corresponding wiggle
in demand deposits, which, in turn, reflects primarily art increase in
loans to brokers and dealers in securities by New York City banks in re-
sponse to a drastic reduction of those loans by othcrs. Tue adjustment ss as

\s in pee-Federal Reserve tinses. J. P. .!c'rr.sn and Company asnu.'d !"ader-
ship , an ritou to restore an orderly market bc organizing a r.00l of funds for
iendics on the call market and for purchase of 'ecurirles. But the hankers' pool
did not stem the tide of selling. B" the second week a'ter the crash the phase of
organ iied support of the market was men.

During the two weeks hefore the panic on Oct. 23. loans to brokers for she
account of others by reporting member banks in New York Cdv d,'rltccd liv .$l.!tJ
million, largcl as a result of wirhdraw.iic of funds by foreigners. Front then to
the end of the year, those ioans declined Iw S2. tOO milicon, or by no less than lit)

I)



THE GREAT CONTRACTION

orderly, thanks largely to prompt and effective action by the New York
Federal Reserve Bank in providing additional reserves to the New York
banks through open market purchases (see section 2, below). In partic
ular, the crash left no mark on currency held by the public. Its direct
financial effect was confined to the stock market and did not arouse any
distrust of banks by their depositors.

The stock market crash coincided with a stepping up of the rate of
economic decline. During the two months from the cyclical peak in
August 1929 to the crash, production, wholesale prices, and personal
income fell at annual rates of 20 per cent. 7'- per cent, and 5 per cent,
respectively. In the next twelve months, all three series fell at appreciably
higher rates: 27 per cent, l3/ per cent, and 17 per cent, respectively.
All told, by October 1930, production had fallen 26 per cent, prices, 14
per cent, and personal income, 16 per cent. The trend of the money
stock changed from horicontal to mildly downward. Irsterest rates,
generally rising until October 1929, began to fall. Even if the contraction
had come to an end in late 1930 or early 1931. as it might have done
in the absence of the monetary collapse that was to ensue, it would have
ranked as one of the more severe contractions on record.

Partly, no doubt, the stock market crash was a symptom of the under-
king forces making for a severe contraction in economic activity Bitt
partly also, its occurrence must have helped to deepen the contraction.
It changed the atmosphere within which businessmen and others were
making their plans, and spread uncertainty where dazzling hopes of a new
era had prevailed. It is com.monly believed that it reduced the willintness
of both consumers and business enterprises to spend ;6 or, more pre-

per cent. Loans on account of out-of-sown banks fell ass additional SI bi!lio. Morecomprehensive figures show a decline of roughly $4.5 billion in brokers' loans by
out-of-town banks and others front Oct. 4 to Dcc. 31, and a more than halving oftotal brokers' loans.

For the data on New York City weekly reporting member bank loans to brokersand dealers in securities, tee Banking and fonetary Statistics, Board of Governorsof the Federal Reserve System, 1943, Table 141, p 499, and, for quarterly esti-mates of the total of such loans by all lenders, see ibid., Table 139 p 19tAlthough both tables show similar captions br the principal groups of leiders-most of whose funds were placed for them by she New York bankse-ccps forloans o New York City banks for their own accounts, the breakdowns are notcomparable. ifl the weekly series, "otit-of.rnwn domestic banks" include memberand nonmember banks outside New York City and, to an unknown amount, riis.somers of those banks, whereas in the comprehensive series that category is re.stricted to member banks outside New York City. Similarly, "others" in the wcek!yseries cover mainly corporations and foreign banking agencies hut in the compre-hensie series include also other brokers, individuals, and nonmeniher banksFor loans except so brokers and dealers by New York City weekly reportingmeissber banks, which also increased in the week after rhe crash, see ibid, p 174see the discussion of that episode in sect, 2, below
'See A. FT. Hansen, Economic -Vtab:1izatio

ma an Unbalanced Jt'orld, }Iarcourr
II)



THE GREAT CONTRACTION

cisele, that it decreased the amount they desired to spend on goods and
services at any given levels of interest rates, prices, and income, which has,
as its counterpart, that it increased the amount they wanted to add to
their money balances. Such effects on desired flows were presumably ac-
companied by a corretponding effect on desired balance sheets, namely, a
shift away from stocks and toward bonds, away from securities of all
kinds and toward money holdings.

The sharp decline in velocityby 13 per cent from 1929 to 1930--and
the turnaround in interest rates are consistent with this interpretation
though by no means conclusive, since both declines represent fairly
typical cyclical reactions. We have seen that velocity usually declines
during contraction, and the more so, the sharper the contraction. For ex-
ample, velocity declined by 10 per cent from 1907 to 1908, by 13 per cent
from 1913 to 1914, and by 15 per cent from 1920 to 1921though it
should be noted that the banking panic in 1907, the outbreak of war in
1914, and the commodity price collapse in 1920 mae' well have had the
same kind of effect on the demand for money as the stock market crash in
1929 had. In contraction years that were both milder and unmarked by
such events-19l0-ll, 1923-24, and 1926-27--velocity declined by only
4 to 5 per cent. It seems likely that at least part of the much sharper de-
clines in velocity in the other years was a consequence of the special
events listed, rather than simply a reflection of unusually sharp declines irs
money income produced by other forces. If so, th stock market crash
made the decline in income sharper than it otherwise vould have been.
Certainly, the coincidence in timing of the stock market crash and of the
change in the severity of the contraction supports that view.

Whatever its magnitude, the downward pressure on income produced
by the effects of the stock market crash on expectations and willingness to
spendeffects that can all be summarized in an independent decline in
velocity--.was strongly reinforced by the behavior of the stock of money.
Compared to the collapse in the next two years. the decline in the stock
of money up to October 1930 seems mild. Viewed in a lonver perspective.
it was sizable indeed. From the cyclical peak in Aueust 1929to avoid
the sharp wiggle in the stock of money produced he the immediate effects
of the stock market crashthe money stock declined 26 per cent to
October 1930, a larger decline than during the whole of all but four pre-
ceding reference cycle contractionsl873-79, l893-9'n 1907-08, and

Brace. 1932, pp. 111-112; J. A. Schumpeier. Bisiness Ccl,';. McGraw.Iiill 1939,
Vol. IL pp. 679-680; R. A. Gordon. Business F1uctuaion.. Ilarper, 1932, pp.
377-379, 388; J. K. Gaibraith. The Great Crash. 1929, Boston. Iloughion \Iiflhi,s,
1955, pp. 191-192. See also Federal Rescrse Board. .-lr.nual Report for 19.9,
p. 12.

Since only June estimates of the money stock are available for those years, the
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1920-2 1and all the exceptions are contractions that were extraordinarily
severe by other indications as well. The decline was also larger than in all
succeeding reference cycle contractions, though onl' slightly larger than
in 1937-38, the on1y later contraction comparable in severity to the
earlier ones listed.

The decline in the stock of money is especially notable because it
took place in a monetary and banking environment that was in other re-
spects free of marked difficulties. There was no sien of any distrust of
banks on the part of depositors, or of fear of such distrust on the part of
banks. As Chart 27 shows, currency held by the public declined by a
larger percentage than deposits--.8 per cent compared with 2 per cent
though the reverse relation had been an invariable accompaniment of
earlier banking crises. Similarly. the banks made no special effort to
strengthen their own liquidity position. Excess re-serves--for which no
estimates are available before l9?9---rernained neglipible As we shall
see in more detail in the next section. the decline in the stock of money
up to October 1930 reflected entirely a decline in Federal Reserve credit
outstanding which more than offset a rise in the gold stock and a slight
shift by the public from currency to deposits.

ONSET OF FIRST BANKtNO CREStS, OCTOBER 1930

In October 1930, the monetary character of the contraction changed dra-
maticallya change reflected in Chart 30 by the extraordinary rise in the
deposits of suspended banks. Before October 1930, deposits of suspendedbanks had been somewhat higher than during most of 1929 but not out ofline ssith experience daring the preceding decade. In November 1930,they were more than double the highest value recorded since the start ofmonthly data in 1921. A crop of bank failures, particularly in Missouri,Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Arkansas. and North Carolina. led to wide-spread attempts to convert demand and time deposits into currency, andalso, to a much lesser extent, into postal savings deposits A contagionof fear spread among depositors, starting from the ael-icst!tural areas.which had experienced the heaviest impact of bank failures in thetss entics. But such contagion knows no georaphical lirnits The failureof 256 banks ssith $180 million of deposits in November 1930 w;ss foi-lowed by the Intuit e of 352 with over $370 million of deposits in Dc-

decljn" was measured from June 1392 to June 1S94 rather than from Jan. 1893to June 894 the rionthlv reference datesIn siew of the 5,4 per cent decline in the money stock from Jan 1867 to Jan1868the earliest lates for which we have
estimates.another possible excepjot5is the eeferenc cotstus,'tjon fr'mn .'pr 3865 to Dcc 1867The grnssth of postal savings depostc from 1929 to 1933 is one nim'aSure of thespread of distrust of banks. In Nor'. 1914 postal savins deposits were $37 millior,By Aug. 1929 they had grown by only $100 million By Oct. !9'0 thes wr l9'imillion, from then to Mar. 19,33 they increased to $1 I billion
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CHART 30
Deposits of Suspended Commercial Banks, Monthly,

1 929February 1933
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cember (all figures seasonally unadjusted), the most dramatic being the
failure on December 11 of the Bank of United States with over S200
million of deposits.° That failure was of especial importance. The Bank of

'Annual Report of Superintendent of Banks, State of New York, Part 1, Dec.
31, 1930, p. 46.

For two and a half months before its closing, Joseph A. Broderick, New York
State Superintendent of Banks, had sponsored various merger planssome vir-
tually to the point of consummationwhich would have saved the bank. Governor
Harrison devised the final reorganization plan, the success of which seemed so
sure that, two days before the bank closed, the Federal Reserve Bank had issued
a statement naming proposed directors for the merger. The plan would have be-
come operative had not the Clearing House banks at the last moment withdrawn
from the arrangement whereby they would have subscribed $30 million in new
capital funds to the reorganized institution. Under Harrison's plan, the Bank of
United States would have merged with Manufacturers Trust, Public National, and
International Trusta group of banks that had a majority of stockholders and
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United States was the largest commercial bank. as measured b volume
of deposits, ever to have failed up to that time in U.S. history. More-
over, though an ordinary commercial bank, its name had led niarsv it

directors of the saiisc ethnic origin and social and financial background as most of
the stockholders and directors of the Bank of United Stateswith . Flerhert
Case, chairman of the board and Federal Reserve agent of the New York Bank,
as head. The dctsion of the Clearing house banks not to save the Bank of United
States was reached at a meeting held at the New York Bank and was not changed
despite personal appeals by Broderick and New York State Lieutenant Governor
Herbert H. Lehman. Broderick, after waiting in an anteroom for hours despise
repeated requests to be allowed to join the hankers in their conference room,
was finally admitted through thg intercession of Thomas W. Latisont, of J. P.
Morgan arid Company, and Owen D. Young, a director of the Ncw York Federal
Reserve Bank. Broderick's account of his statement of the bank rs follows in part

I said it [the Bank of United States] had thou5ands of borrowers, that it
financed small merchants, pecialiy Jewish merchants, and that its closing might
and probably woold result in widespread bankruptcy among those it served. I
sarned that its closing would result in the closing of at least 10 other banks
in the city and that it might even affect the savings banks. The influence of
the closing might es-en extend outside the city, I told them.

I reminded them that only two or three weeks before they had rescued two
of the largest private bankers of the city and had willingly put up the money
needed. I recalled that orily seven or eight years before that they had come to
the aid of one of the biggest trust companies in New York, putting up many
times the suits needed to save the Bank of United States but only after some
of their head, had been knocked together.

I asked them if their decision to drop the plan was still final. 'I'hev told meit was. Then I warned them that they were making the most colossal mistake
in the banking history of New York.

Broderick's warning failed to impress Jackson Reynolds, president of the FirstNational Bank and of the Clearing House Association, who itsforened Broderick
that the effect of the closing would be only "local."

It was not the actual collapse of the reorganization plan hut runs on severalof the bank's branches, which had started on Dec. 9 and which he believed would
become increasingly serious, that led Broderick to order the closing of the bank
to conserve its assets. At a meeting with the directors after leaving the conferencewith the bankers, Broderick recalled that he said: "I considered the bank solventas a going concern and . . I was at a loss to understand the attitude of askancewhich the Clearing House banks had adopted toward the real estate holdings ofthe Bank of United States. I told them I thought it was because none of the otherbatsks had ever been interested in this field and therefore kr,w nothin of it."Until that time, he said he never had proper reason to close the bank.

Broderick did succeed in persuading the conference of bankers to approveimmediately the pending applications for member5hip in the Clearing House oftwo of the banks in the proposed merger, so that they would have the lull resourcesof the Clearing House when she next day he announced tlse closing of the Bankof United States. As a result, the two banks, which like the Bank of United Stateshad been affected by runs, did not succumb
The details of the effort to save the batsk were revealed in the second of twotrials of Broderick upon his indictment by a New York County grand jury foralleged neglect of duty in failing to close the bank before he did. The firstproceedings ended in a mistrial in Feb. 1932. Broderjck was acquitted on May 28.See Commercial and Financial Chronicle, May 21, 1932, pp. 374+-3745 for thequotations; also June 4, 1932, p. 408?, for Harrison's testimony

14
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TUE GREAT CONTACTI0N

home and abroad to regard it somehow as an officral bank, hence its
failure constituted more of a blow to condence than would have been
administered by the fall of a bank with a less distinctive name. In addi-
tion, it was a member of the Federal Reserve System. The withdrawal
of support by the Clearing House banks from the concerted measures
sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York to save the hank
measures of a kind the banking community had often taken in similar
circumstances in the past--was a serious blow to the System's prestige
(see section 3, below).

The change in the character of the contraction is reflected clearly
in Chart 27. Currency held by the public stopped declining and started
to rise, so that deposits and currency began to move in opposite direc-
tions, as in earlier banking crises. Banks reacted as the always had under
such circumstances, each seeking to strengthen its own liquidity position
Despite the withdrawal of deposits, which worked to deplete reserves.
there was a small increase in seasonally adjustr'd reserves, so the ratio of
deposits to bank reserves declined sharply from October 1930 to January
1931.

We have altead expressed the view (pp. 167-1681 tlsat under the pre-
Federal Reserve banking system, the final months of 1930 would
probably have seen a restriction, of the kind that occurred in 1907, of
convertibility of deposits into currency. By cutting the vicious circle
set in train by the search for liquidity, restriction would almost certainly
have prevented the subsequent waves of bank failures that were destined
to come in 1931, 1932, and 1933, just as restriction in 1893 and 1907 had
quickly ended bank suspensions arising primarily from lack of liquidity.
Indeed, under such circumstances, the Bank of United States itself might
have been able to reopen, as the Knickerbocker Trust Company did in
1908. After all, the Bank of United States ultimately paid off 83.5 per
cent of its adjusted liabilities at its closing on December 11. 1930, despite
its having to liquidate so large a fraction of its assets during the extraor-
dinarily difficult financial conditions that prevailed during the next two
years.1°

As it was, the existence of the Reserve System prevented concerted
restriction, bath directly and indirectly: directly, by reducing the
concern of stronger banks, which had irs the past typically taken the lead
in such a concerted move, since the System provided them with an es-
cape mechanism itt the form of discounting; and indirectly, by supporting
the general assumption that such a move was made unnecessary b the

establishment of the System. The private moves taken to shore up the

AnnuaI Report of Superintendent of Thinks, State of New York. Part 1, 1931-
45, Schedule E in each report. FourdIfths of the total recovered by depositors and
other creditors was paid out ssithin two years of she bank's closing.
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banking system were therefore extremely limited.ui The result was that
the episode, instead of being the climactic phase of the banking difficul-
ties, was only the first of a series of liquidity crises that was to characteri7e
the rest of the Contraction and was not to terminate until the banking
holiday of March 1933.

The initial crisis did not last long. Bank failures declined sharply
in early 1931, and the banks' scramble for liquidity came to a halt. There
was a marked rise in the ratio of deposits to reserves from January 1931 to
Match 193l, the terminal month of the segment we have been discussingand he month of the onset of the second banking crisis. In January andFebruary, the public slackened its demand for additional currency: de-mand and time deposits, after declining in January, rose a trifle in Feb.
ruarv and held nearly constant in March.

Interest rates show clearly the effects of the banking crisis. UntilSeptember 1930, the month before the first banking crisis, both long- andshort.term interest rates had been declining, and so had the yields on
corporate Baa bond5, Synchronous with the first crisis, a widening differ-ential began to emerge between yields on lower-gi-ade corporate bondsand on government bonds, The yields on corporate bonds rose sharply, theyields on government bonds continued to fall. The reason is clear. In theirsearch for liquidity, bar. and others were inclined first to dispose oftheir Jower'.grade bonds e very desire for liquidity made governmentbonds ever more desira

. as secondary reserves; hence the yield onlower-grade securities ro:, which is to say. their prices fell, while theyields on government bonds fell. The decline in bond prices itself con-tributed, as we shall see in more detail later, to the subsequent bankingenses. It made banks more fearful of holding bonds and so fostered de-clines in prices. By reducing the market value of the bond portfolios ofbanks, declines in bond prices in turn reduced the margin of capitalas evaluated by bank examiners, and in this way contributed to subse-quent bank failures." The end of the first banking crisis was registered
In some communities financial reconstmctjon was attempted by arrangementsfor a strong bank to merge with a weakened bank or, if several weakened bankswere involved, by establishing

a new institution with additional capital to take overthe liabilities of the failing banks the stockholders of which took a lost (F. CviiiJames, The Growth of CJicago Banks, New York, Harper, 1938, Vol 11, pp.994995),
"According to a memorandum dated Dec. 19, 1930, prepared for the executivecommittee of the Open Market Policy Conference banks "dumped securities tomake their positions more liquid." thus increasing the pressure on the bond market.%Vrak bond prices in turn produced "a substantial depreciaio in the investmentportfolios of many banks, in sonic cases causing

an impairment of capital," Inaddition, the bond market was almost eontpletelv closed to new isSues (George L.Harrison Papers on the Federal Reserve
Svsterc Columbia University Library,Harrison, Open Market, Vol. 1, Dec. 19, 1930: for a full description of the Paperssee Chap. 5, footnote 41 and the aeccospanying text).

11)
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in a sharp improvement in the bond ma! ker after the turn of the year;
the onset of the next crisis, in renewed deterioration.

The onset of the first liquidity crisis Ich no clear iflhpriflt on the
broad economic series shown in Chart 28. However, after the turn of the

year, there were signs of improvement in those indicators of economic
activityno doubt partly cause and partly effect of the contemporaneous
minor improvement in the monetary area. Industrial production rose from

January to April. Factory employment, seasonally adjusted. which had
fallen uninterruptedly since August 1929, continued to fall but at a much

reduced rate: in all but one month from August 1929 to February 1931,

the decline was equal to or greater than the total decline in tIu three

months from February to May 1931. Other indicators of physical activity

tell a similar story. Personal income rose sharply. by 6 per Cent from

February to April 1931, but this is a misleading index since the rise was
produced largely by government distributions to veterans." All in all, the

figures for the first four or five months of 1931. if examined without

reference to what actually followed, have many of the earmarks of the

bottom of a cycle and the beginning of revival.
Perhaps if those tentative stirrings of revival had been rs'inlorced

by a vigorous expansion in the stock of money. they could have been con-
verted into sustained recovery. But that was not to be. The effects of
returning confidence on the part of the public and the banks, which

made for monetary c.xpansion by raising the ratios of deposits to currency
and to reserves, were largely offset by a reduction in Federal Reserve

credit outstanding (see section 5, be1ow. Consequently, the total stock

of money was less than 1 per cent higher in March than in January 1931,

and lower in March than it had been in December 1930. In March, a
second banking crisis started a renewed decline in the stock of money
and at an accelerated rate. A month or two later, a renewed decline
started in economic activity in general. and the hope of revival that
season was ended.

ONSET OF SECOND FANNING CRISIS, MARCH 1931

As Chart 30 shows, deposits of suspended banks began to rise in March.

reaching a high point in June. From March on. the public resumed con-
vertirig deposits into currency. and from April on, banks started strength-
enin their re5erve position. liquidating available assets in order to meet
both the public's demand for currency and their own desire for liquidity.
Excess reserves, which in January 1931 had for the first time since 1929,

"U.S. advances to veterans of World War I of up to 50 per cent of the face
value of their adjusted service certificates were made possible by legislation of
Feb. 27, 1931. These loans rotated $796 million in the first four months after the
enactment.
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when data become available, reached the $100 million level and had thendeclined as confidence was restored, again rose, reaching a level of
$125-$130 million in June and July.' Once bitten, twice shy, both
depositors and bankers were bound to react more vigorously to anynew eruption of bank failures or banking difficulties than they did inthe final nsonts of 1930.

Events abroad still further intensified the financial weakness-_a feed-hack effect, since the events were themselves largely a response to theprior ssvere economic and monetary decline in the United States which
reduced markets for both eoods and services and for fore 'n securities. Thefailure in May 1931 of the Kreditanstalt, Austria's h st private hank,had repercussions that spread throughout the continCr It was followedby the closing of banks in Germany on July 14 and t5, as well as inother countries and the freezing of British short-terns assets in Getman'.A one-sear

debt moratorium, and a "standstill agree-ment" among commercial banks not to press for repayment of short-tern's international credits, both proposed by President Hoover and agreedto in Julv.' gave the countries involved only temporary relief, as didstrict control of kreign exchanges by Germans' and borrowing hrBritain in France as-d the United States.
These events had mixed effects on the monetary situation in the UnitedStases, On the one hand, they stimulated a flight of capital to the UnitedStates, which added to the already swollen gold stock. On the other hand,L'S. commercial banks held a large amount of short-term obligations offoreien banks which were now frozen. Furthermore

financial panic is norespecter of national frontiers. The failure of worldfamous financialinstitutions and the widespread closing of banks in a great count couldnot but render depositors
throughout the world uneasy and enhance thedesire of bankers everywhere to strengthen their positions.The downward pressure on the money stock arising from attempts bydepositors to convert deposits into currency and by banks to add to theirreserves relative to their liabilities was offset to sonic extent by thegold inflow from abroad. But this was the only offset. Federal Reservecredit outstanding showed only its usual seasonal movements, thoughminor open market purchases were undertaken JunAtj5t to ease themarket tsee Section 5. below) In all, from February to mid-Au1st therewa. no net change in Federal Reserve credit outstanding despite an un-precedented liquidation of the commercial banking system.The result was that the second banking crisis had far more severeeffects or. the stock of money than the first. In the six months from

"Banking and Monetary Sta:it1 p 371.Herbert Hoover, T Great Deprecsjo 1929-j 94J Nfacmjjj5r.
1952, pp. 61-80.
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very desire for liquidity served to enhance the value of government

d securities. Another was that those securities could be used as collateral

d for loans from Federal Reserve Banks, hence the decline in Federal
Reserve discount rates served to make them more attractive as a sec-
ondary reserve. Yields on commercial paper also fell, keeping nearly
a stable relation to discount rates.

BIUTMN'S DEPARTURE FROSt GOLD SEPTEMBER 1931
d
e The climax of the foreign difficulties came on September 21, when, after

runs on sterling precipitated by France and the Netherlands, Britain
abandoned the gold standard.e Anticipating similar action on the part

r "Some 25 other countries followed Britain's lead within the following year.
The currencies of about a dozenthe sterling area within which British financial
and economic influence remained dominantmoved in general conformity with

c sterling.
Because of the weakness in sterling immediately after the departure from gold.

there was no internal relaxation of orthodox financial standards for several
C months: Britain balanced her budget and repaid foreign credits; Bank rate went
e up to 6 per cent on the date of suspension and was not reduced until February

1932, when it was changed to 5 per cent. From that point on. defense of sterling
was in general no longer considered necessary; instead, control was substituted to
prevent a rise in sterling exchange that, it was feared, would eliminate the stimulus
a low rate was expected to give to British exports. 1mport were restricted by a
new protective tariff passed in February. Accompanying the protective tariff policy
was a cheap money policy, adopted originally to facilitate refunding wartime issues
at lower rates. An expansion in bank credit began in the second quarter of 1932;
the trough of the British business contraction was reached in August 1932, ac-
cording to NBER reference cycle chronology.
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February to August 1931, commercial bank deposits fell by $2.7 bilLion or
nearly 7 per cent, more than in the whole eighteen-nionth period from

ii the cyclical peak in August 1929 to February 1931. Irs the seven months
v from February to September 1931, commercial bank deposits fell b 9 per
n cent, one percentage point more than the maximum decline in deposits

during the whole of the 1920-21 contraction. Currency in the hands of
the public increased, absorbing the increase in gold and the decline in re-
serves, so that the total stock of money fell by a smaller percentage than

h deposits did. Even so, it fell by nearly 5' per cent from February to
e August 1931, or at a rate of 11 per cent per year.

The effects of the banking crisis on interest rates show up clearly
d in the renewed and far more drastic rise in yields on lower-grade corpo-
o rate bonds, as banks sought to realize on their portfolios and in the process

forced bond prices ever lower. By that time, too, the economic con-
traction had seriously impaired the earning power of many concerns and

- sharply raised the chances of default. Yields on long-term government
d bonds continued to fall and reached extraordinarily low levels in mid-
d 1931; so the yield differential rose as a result of a movement in both

v low- and high-grade securities. One reason, already cited, was that the
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of the United States. central banks and private holders in a number of
countries---notahlv France. 1elgium. Su itierlaud, Swedeis, and the
Netherlands---coiwerted substantial .ixnotuits of t!i,i, dollar assets in the
New York money market to euld hrtss -en Septeinh't 6 and October 28.
Because of the low level of money-market interest rates in the L'nited
States, foreign central banks had for some time been selling dollar bankers'
acceptances previously purchased for their accounts by the New York
Reserve Bank, the proceeds of which were credited to their dollar bank
deposits. From the week of Septeniber 16. the unloading of the bills onto
the Federal Reserve assumed panic proportions. Foreign central banks
drew down their deposits to increase earistarkincs of gold, much of which
was exported during the following six weeks. From September 16 to
September 30, the gold stock declined by $275 million, from then to the
end of October by an additional $450 million. Those losses about offset
the net influx during the preceding two years and brought the gold stock
back roughly to its average level during 1929.

The onset of the external drain was preceded and accompanied by an
intensification of the internal drain on the banking system. in August,
deposits of suspended banks rose to a level that had beers exceeded only
in the month of December 1930, and in September rose higher yet. In
those two months alone, banks with deposits of $414 million, or more than
1 per ccitt of the by-then shrunken total of commercial bank deposits,
closed their doors. The outflow of gold in September added to the pres-
sure on bank reserves. Currency was being withdrawn internally by de-
positors justifiably fearful for the safety of banks, and gold was being
withdrawn externally by forcieners fearful for the maintenance of die gold
standard. The combination of an external drain and an internal drain.
and particulark' their joint occurrence in the autumn when the demand
for currency was in any event at its seasonal peak. was precisely the set of
circumstances that in pre-Federal Reserve days would have produced
restriction of convertibility of deposits into currency. If the pre-Federal
Reserve banktnsr system had been in effect, all other events had been
as the- wete, and restriction of payments h banks had not taken
place in December 1930, restriction almost certainly would have Oc-
curred in September 1931 and vet-v likely would have prevented at least
the subsequent bank failures.'

Men who had experienced she 1907 panic were riot unmindful of lessons tuhe learned from it. Saul Revhurn (president of Lord and Taylor, a New YotkCity department store, and a director o the New York Federal Reserve Banksuggested at a board meeting in Dcc 193! 'that if the banking difficulties ex-tended much further it would be posiblc for the banks to suspend cash paymentsas they did in 1907, but still continue in busines5" He heieved there would be adifficulty, "which had not been Dresent in 1907, that the Federal reserve bankscannot suspend cash payments." In Mar. 1933, this turned out not to he .s
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The Federal Reserve System reacted vigorously and promptly to the
external drain, as it had not to the previous internal drain. On October
9, the Reserve Bank of New York raised its rediscount rate to 2% per
cent and on October 16, to 3% per cent--the sharpest rise within so
brief a period in the whole history of the System, before or since. The
move was followed by a cessation of the external drain in the next two
weeks. The gold stock reached its trough at the end of October, and
thereafter rose until a renewed gold drain began at the end of December.
But the move also intensified internal financial difficulties and was
accompanied by a spectacular increase in bank failures and in runs on
banks. In October alone, 522 commercial banks with $471 million of cle-
posits closed their doors, and in the next three months, 875 additional
banks with $564 million of deposits. All told, in the six months
from August 1931 through January 1932, 1,860 banks with deposits of
$1,449 million suspended operations,18 and the deposits of those banks
that managed to keep afloat fell by a much larger sum. Total deposits
fell over the six-month period by nearly five times the deposits in sus-
pended banks or by no less than 17 per cent of the initial level of deposits
in operating banks.

The rise in currency offset some of the effect on the money stock of
the decline in deposits. But the offset was minor. The money stock fell

problem; the Reserve Banks joined the other banks in restricting payments. One
Bank officer commented that "thete is the further difference between 1907 and
the present time, that the difficulty of the banks in 1907 was not one of solvency.
but inability to continue to pay out currency, whereas at the prment time the
banks are able to pay out currency in large amounts, if necessary, but there is
the danger that they may become insolvent in so doing" (Harrison, Notes, Vol.
Ii, Dec. 7, 1931).

That answer was hardly to the point, confusing the problem of the individual
bank with the problem of the banking system. The threat of insolvency arme from
the inability of the banking system as a whole to pay Out currency without a re-
duction in total deposits, given the failure of the Federal Res-rve System to create
sufficient additional high-powered money. The attempted liquidation of assets to
acquire the high-powered money drove down their prices and rendered insolvent
bank., that would otherwise have been entirely tolvent. By cutting short this proc-
ess, the early restriction of payments prevented the transformation of a temporary
liquidity problem into a problem of insolvency.

"Rumors about the condition of some of the largest and best-known New York
City banks spread alarm in Europe (Harrison. Conversations. Vol. 1. Oct. 2.
1931). However, Harrison considered their position in October 1931 "stronger and
more liquid than for a long time." The 23 New York Clearing House banks were
not included in a memorandum, dated Dec. 8, 1931, listing the shrinkage in
capital funds of the member banks in the second Federal Reserve District, which
Harrison sent to Governor Meyer (Miscellaneous, Vol. 1. Dec. 8, 1931 ). The
shrinkage ranged from 36 per cent for the highest quality group of banks to more
than double the capital funds for the lowest quality group, One of the reasons
New York City banks were said to be reluctant to borrow from the Rservc Bank
was the fear that Eueopeans would interpret borrowings at an indication of
weakness.
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hv 12 per cciii fiutu Auguss 93 I to January 932. or at tlo ioui.j i-tn- o
31 per cent--a rate of decline larger by far (hats for any (tiler (Oflj.
parable span in the 53 years for which ;ve have monthly data.' and in
the whole 93-veat' period for which we have a continuous series on tlw
money stock.

\Vhv should the voId drain and the suhsi'i1sicnt rise in discount rates
have intensified the domestic financial difficulties so greatly? Thv
would not have done so. if the' had been accompanied fw extensive open
market purchases designed to offset the effect of the external gold drain
on high-powered money, and of the internal currency drain n bank
reserves. Unfortunately, purchases were riot made. The Reserve System's
holdings of government securities were actually reduced by l 3 million in
the six-week period from mid-September to the end of October and
then kept unchanged until niid-DecemheL Though tIn' System raised
bi!l buying rates along v,'ith discount rates, it did buy some S:iO million
addsttonal bills in the crucial six-week period. Flowes ci, that amount
was inadequate to offset even the outflow of gold. let alone the internal
drain. The result was that the banks found their reserves heinr, drained
from two directions-- by export of gold arid by internal demands for
currency. They had only two recourses: to borrow from the Reserve
System and to dump their assets on the market. They did both, though
neither was a satisfaco iry sd sit Ion,

Discounts rose to a level not reached since 1929. desit the rise
in discount rates. The situation and its effects are well described in
a memorandum prepared for a meeting of the Open Market J)ojy Con-
ference in February 1932. The conditions t described were still much the
same as those that had prevailed in Octohcr 1931.

The weight of mh.'s. discounts is falling most heavily on banks outsid'
the principal centers. In faa. tb; discounts of thias' groups if banks are con-
siderahl v larger than shiv wire in 1 929 u hen iii- ri-scm-vs SVSI -sri was i's'rting
the maximum of pressure for d'amion. The press-nt amount of nis'rnl,er bank
borrowing li,i abs .tvs prv'd deflationary exs--pt perhaps duriri the war,and ith the pr'scn t .sensimiv- psvuholov, an ins 'rrsi [stintS I) dm-ti.0 son seemsunlikely a nn as the iseight of discounts as heavy as .55 pr so-nt

The aversion to borrowing by banks. which die Recers System had tried
to strengthen during the twenties, was still vrs-as.'r at a time when de-
positors were fearful for the safety of t.i er' b.snk and svs'rs' crtini'in-:
balance sheets with arc-at care to see which banks wi-re likely to lie tin'

Excluding only the fise 5-tnornih jilter. als spanning the tirlidax Oct. t.Mar. tJ..---Frb.-July I f, when he reccrdgI data d-,w .s k'Hn of Ii.- satreorder of magnitude as the annua rome cf der!0 Aug lh I - lin As iseshall see in Chap. 3. sect. 1. the banking hold av pris lii ed .i con I nu Iv in themoney figure1, and the recorded dw l;r- nmnav hi- a statjto'sj :irn;.s-
Harrrsoe. Open Market, oi F!. snemora rd 'mIss dot- Fr
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next to go. This is the context of the "sensitive psychology" to which the

quotation refers.
The effect of the attempt to realize on assets is vividly displayed

in Chart 29. For the first time, yields on long-term government bonds
and on commercial paper rose sharply along with the yields on lower-
grade corporate securities. Those rises in yields clearly did not reflect

-v the effect of the depression on corporate earnings; they reflected the
liquidity crisis and the unwillingness or inability of banks to borrow

n even more heavily from the Reserve System. There was some discussion at

k the time, and even more later, attributing the decline in the price of
government bonds to the federal deficit (under $0.5 billion in fiscal 1931;

$2.5 billion in fiscal 1932), and to the fear of irresponsible" legislation,

d but it is hard to believe that those factors had much effect in corn-
d parison with the extremely heavy pressure on banks to liquidate their as-

is sets. Certainly, the rise in the commercial-paper rate reflected both in
timing and amount primarily the movements in the discount rate.

Again, we may draw on a preliminary memorandum for an Open

d Market Policy Conference, this time in January 1932.

r Within a period of a few months United States Government bonds have
declined 10 per cent high grade corporation bonds have declined 20 per cent;
and lower grade bonds have shown even larger price declines. Declines of such
proportions inevitably have increased greatly the difficulties of many banks,
and it has now become apparent that the effort.s of individual institutions to
strengthen their position have seriously weakened the banking position in

general.°

Some measures were attempted or proposed for the i:elief of banking
difficulties, for example, measures sponsored by the New York Reserve
Bank to encourage a more liberal evaluation of bank assets, to reduce
the pressure on railroad bond prices, and to accelerate the liquidation

of deposits in closed banks.22 These were palliatives that would have

Ibid., memorandum, dated Jan. 8, 1932.
(I) The Bank sponsored an attempt to develop a uniform method of valuing

bank assess. insolving a more liberal procedure to be followed by examiners in

estimating depreciation. The Comptroller ruled that national banks would be
required to charge ofT no depreciation on bonds of the four highest ratings, and
only 25 per cent of the depreciation on all other bonds, except defaulted issues on
which the full depreciation was to be charged off. The rule, however, was applied
only to banks whose capital funds would not be wiped out if the entire deprecia-
tion of all the investments, together with any losses on other assets, were to be

written off. Hence banks most in need of liberal treatment were not helped
(Harrison, Notes, Vol. If, Aug. 6. 13. and Dec. 7, 1931). (2) It tried to obtain
a revision of the rules governing the list of investments legal for savings banks,
insurance companies, and trust funds in New York State. The prospect of the
elimination of railroad bonds from the legal list threatened a further decline in
their price, as holders bound by the litt sold the bonds. As a result, commercial
bank holdings of railroad bondm suffered ios.ses ibid., Aug. 13, 1931). (3) It
promoted the fonnation of a railroad bond pool, to restore bond values, conditional

k
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had little effect, even if they had been fully carried out. More far-
reaching proposals s.:me from outside the Reserve System. At the
urging of President Hxeer, and with only the reluctant cooperation of the
banking community, a private National Credit Corporation was created
in October 1931 to extend loans to indivithial banks, associated together
in cooperatives in each Federal Reserve district, aains( security col-lateral not ordinarily acceptable and against the joint g'uaranse of theruenibers of the cooperative The Corporations loans were, however,
liniited. In Hoover's words, "After a few weeks of enterprising courage[itj became ultraconservative then fearful, and finally died, it had
not exerted anything like its full possible strength. Its members_-and thebusiness world--threw up their hands and asked for governmenta' action "These arrangements were explicitly patterned after those in the temporary
Aldrich_Vreejand Act, which had worked so well in 1914, the one occa-sion when they were used, On Hoover's rconitnendation the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was established in Janua 1932. with authorityto make loans to banks and other financial institutions as well as to rail-roads, many of which were in danger of default on their bonded indebted-
ness. The epidemic of bank failures ended at about the same time as theestablishment of the RFC, though the tso developments may havebeen unrelated, in any event, during the rest of 1932, RFC loans to

on prior adjustment of railroad costs and income (ibid Oct. 5, and Dec. 7, 193!also. Conversations, Vol. I, Dec. 5, 1931 . (4) It sought the assistance of a groupof member banb to accelerate the liquidation of deposits in closed banks. Thegoing banks were asked to buy the assets of the closed banks, and to make animmediate athance against the assets. so that an agreed percentage of depositscould be paid out protnptly to depositors (Harrison Office, \'ol, II, Sept 11,1931).
Hoover, Memoirs, p. 97. See the copy of the Prepared statement_requestingformation of the Corporation_-read to a meeting of nineteen New York bankersheld at Seeretan' Mellon's

apartment. Sunday, Oct. 4. 193I Hoover's letter datedOct. 5, l'3l, to Harrison: and Harrison's answer of Oct. 7 (all in Miscellaneous,Vol 1 Harrison strsed the need for a railroad bond pool, to raise the pricesof those bonds in bank assets, as an indispensable measure to help the banks iaddition to the formation of the Corporation. Also see Notes. Vol. 11. Oct 5, 12,15, 1931, for the tepid reception of the Corporation by most of the Bank'sdirectors,
The Emergercv Relief and Construction Act 01 July 2l, 1932 which iner"asedthe borrowing power of the RFC from $1.5 billion to $3.3 billion in addition toitt suhscrbed capital of $500 million, authorized it to ad'ance up to 30o millionat 3 ter cent interest to states and territories for

unei-nploytr1e0t trlief- to mrkeioans for self-liquidating public works (little was actuall advanced either forrelief or public workt up to the end of the year) : to finance nsarketing of agri-cultiral products in foreign markets and in she U S.. and to create a regionalcredit corporation with capital subscribed by the RFC in any land-bank district.These measures did not prevent the continued fall in farm income and farm landaiues, the rise in farm foreclosures and contituted forced sales due t tadelinquency.
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banks totaled $0.9 billion, and depositt of banks that suspended fluctuated
sho,,t the level of mid-1930.

The Glass-Steagall Act, passed on February 27, 1932, which had its
origins in the Treasury and the Wlsstc- House, was mainly designed to
broaden the collateral the Reserve System could hold against Federal
Reserve notes, by permitting goverent bonds as well as eligible paper
to serve as coilateral.25 But it also included provisions designed to help
individual banks by widening the circumstances under which they could
borrow from the System.2'

In May 1932, a bill to provide federal insurance of deposits in banks
was passed by the House of Representatives. It was referred to a sub-
committee of the Senate Banking and Currency Committee, of which
Carter Glass was chairman, but was never reported out.27 He had opposed
a similar provision at the time of the passage of the original Federal
Reserve Act.2' Glass believed that the solution was reform of the
practices of commercial banks and introduced several bills to that end.
None received the support of the administration or of the Reserve Sys-
tem, and none was passed.3°

In July 1932, the Federal Home Loan Bank Act was passed in another
attempt to cope with the problem of frozen assetsspecifically of home

rThe provision was to expire on Mar. 3, 1933, but was extended another
year on Feb. 3, 1933. and thereafter periodically until made permanent by
the act of June 12. 1945.

The Glass-Steagall .Act permitted nseniber banks to borrow from the Reserve
Banks (at penalty rates) on ineligible assets under specified conditions. With the
conSent of at least five members of the Federal Reserve Board, 110705 of groups of
fi or more member banlss with insufficient eligible assets could be discounted.
A unit bank with a capital under $5 million was also authorized, in exceptional
circumstances, to borrow on inelieible assess with the consent of at least five
members of the Federal Reserve Board. The release of funds 1w these terms was
slight. The Emergency Relief and Construction Act of July 21, 1932. therefore
permitted the Reserve Banks to discouns for individuals, partnerships, and corpo-
rations, with no other sources of Iund.s. notes. drafts, and bills of exchange eligible
for discount for member banks. Those powers were used to a very limited extent.
Diicountt for individuals, partnerships, and corporations reached a maximum of
$1.4 million in Mar. 1933. Authorization to make those discounts expired Jule 31.
1936.

"House bill 11362 was referred to the Senate Banking and Currency Commit-
tee on May 2ff, 1932 (Congressional Record, 72d Cong., lit scsi.. p. 11515).

G1ass had been chairman of the House Banking and Currency Committee in
1913. The bill passed that year by the Senate included deposit guaranty the bill
passed by the House did not. In the conference, the House conferees succeeded
in eliminating that provision (Paul M. Warburg, The Feder,s! Reserre System,
New York, Macmillan, 1930, Vol. 1, p. 128).

In 71st Cong., 2d scsi.. June 1 , 1930, S. 4723, on national banking associa-
tions 'Congressional Record, p. 10973) ; ui 72d Cong., 1st sets.. Jan. 21 and Mar.
17, 1932, S. 3215 and S. 4115, on Federal Reserve Banks (ibid., pp. 2403. 6329),
also Apr. 1ff, 1932, S. 4412, on Federal Reserve Banks and national banking
associations.

See also footnote 134, below.
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financing institutions (i.e., savings 30(1 loan associations. savIne banks,
insurance companies). The act provided for the Organization of federal
home loan banks to make advances to those Institutions on the Security of
first mortgages they held.

The hroader economic indicators in Chart 28 show little effect of the
financial developments that followed Britain's departure from gold.
Rather, they show a continuous decline from the onset of the second
bankinr, crisis in March 1931 right on throueh mid- 1932. If anvthjn,'
there is some stepping up of the rate of decline, but an' acceleration is
less ntahJe than the hieh rate of lechine throughout: an annual ran' of
31 per cent for pet sonal Itil onre. of 14 per cent for wholesale prices and
of 32 per cent for production.

The severity of the depression stimulated mans' rt'medial efforts. coy-
ernrnental and nongovernnwnt outside the monetary area A nation-
wide dris e to aid private relief agencies was orvan7cd in the fall of 1931
by a (.°rnrTIirteO of Seventy, appointed by Hoov and nain'd the Presi-
dent's Unemployment Relief Oreani7a(ion. The unemnploed in many
states formed self-help and barter organi7atjos, with their own systemsof scrip. Hoover expanded fedetal expenditures on public works, hut was
concerned about incurring deficits for such a purpose. A committee of
twelve, representing the public, industry, and labor, appointed by hun inSeptember 1931, opposed a construction program financed by publicfunds. In Congress, however, there ss'a crowing support for increased
eo-ernment expenditures and for monetary expansion, proposals widely
castigated by the business and financial community as "creenbackism'
and "inflationary," On its part, the business and financial community, andmany outside it, regarded federal deficits as a major source of difficulty,
Pressure to balance the budget finally resulted in tIre enactment f a sub-stantial tax rise in June 19 2. The strength of that sentinlu'nt which, inlight of present-day views. seems hard to credit, is derrsontrated be thefact that in the Presidential campaign of 1932. both candidats ran onplatforms of financial orthodoxy, promising to balance the federal hudeet,

BEGryNtN OF LARGE-SCALE Ot'EN MARKET Pt'RCIJSSES APRIL jqo
In April 193?. under heavy Congression pressure "see scctin0 . heliwthe System embarked on large-scale open market purchases which raisedits security holdings h rouyljlv $1 billion by early .August Ninm'rv-fiye percent of the purchases were made hi-fore the end of June, and no net pur-chases were made after 10, Th0 System's holdins ti'n reur,unedalmost exactly constant tuntil after the turn of the year when thre- ss crcreduced in the usual seasonal pattern, Initially, the purru'hascs sers edmostly to offset a renewed gold ourtflo5v but, after June, they ss'u e rein-
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forccd by a mild gold inflow. From the time the purchases ended until
the end of the year, a continued and stronger gold inflow served in their
stead to keep high-powered money rising.

The provision of additional reserves reinforced the effect of the taper-
ing off of bank failures in January and February 1932, referred to above,
which was accompanied by a return of currency from circulation from
February to May. In the absence of the bond purchases, it is possible

that the renewed aurry of bank failures in mid-1932. consisting partly
of a wave of over 40 failures in C1sicato in June. before the RFC granted
a loan to a leading Chicago bank, would have degenerated into a major
crisis. As it was, bank failures again subsided, so that the rise in the
public's currency holdings from May to July was again followed by a
decline.

The combination of the more favorable banking situation and of the
bond-purchase program is clearly reflected in the behavior of the stock
of money. As Chart 27 shows, the decline in both bank deposits and the
stock of money moderated. Demand deposits reached a trough in July,
total deposits and the money stock. in September; the following rise was
mild. In absolute terms, the changes in the stock of money were small; by
comparison with the prior sharp declines, the shift was major.

The effect of the purchase program is even clearer irs Chart 29, which
shows interest rates. In the first quarter of 1932 the rates had fallen from
the peaks reached in December 1931 or January 1932. In the second
quarter, however, the corporate Baa bond yield soared to a peak (11.63
per cent in May).unmatched in the monthly record since 1919and the
yield on long-term government bonds rose slightly. Commercial paper
rates continued to decline in the second quarter, the reduction in the dis-
count rate in New York on February 26 having led the commercial paper
rate. After the purchase program began, a sharp fall occurred in all the
rates. The reduction in the discount rate in New York on June 24 again
led the commercial paper rate and, in August, the commercial paper rjte
fell below the discount rate and remained there, a relation without paral-
lel since the beginning of the Reserve System.

The reversal in the relation between the commercial paper rate and
the discount rate marked a major change in the role of discounting
about which we shall have more to say in Chapter 9. Except for a spurt
in connection with the 1933 banking panic, discounting was not again
to be of major importance until long after the end of World War 11.
Banks were henceforth to seek safety through excess" reserves, and later,
through government securities whose prices were pegged, not through
recourse to borrowing. That change was, of course, a major factor in
keeping rates from going even lower. Throughout 1932, for example,
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yields on long-term govcrnrnen bonds were notably higher than at any
time between May 1930 and September 193!.

The tapering off of the decline in the stock of money and the heeiuning
of the purchase program were shortly followed by an ecivallv notable
change in the genera! economic indicators shown in Chart 28. Wliok'sale
prices started rising in July, production in August. Personal income con-
tinued to fall but at a much reduced rate. Factory employment, railroad
ton-miles, and numerous other indicators of physical activity tell a similar
story. All in all, as in early 193!. the data again have many of the ear-marks of a cclical revtval Indeed, some students date the cyclical
trough in 1932. Burns and Mitchell, althou2h dating the trough in March1933, refer to the period as an example of a "double bottom."'

There is, of course, no way of knowing that the economic improve-
ment reflected the monetary improvement But it is entirely clear that the
reverse was not the case. Aside from the precedence in time of the mone-tars improvement, tIle program of large-scale open market purchases wasa deliberative action undertaken by the Reserve System. And it was themajor factor accounting for the monetary improvement.

The timing relations, previous experience, and general considerationsall make it highly plausible that the economic improvement reflected theinfluence of the monetary improvement, rather than the only otheralternative_that it occurred shortly thereafter entirely by coincidence.We have observed that, in the past, an increase in the rate of monetarygrowthin the present case, from rapid decline to mild decline and thenmild risehas invariably preceded a trough in general business, Afterthree years of economic contraction, there must have been many forcesin the economy making for revival, and it is reasonable that they couldmore readily come to fruition in a favorable monetary setting than in themidst of continued financial uncertainty.

THE EANRING PANIC OF 1933
As it happened, the recovery proved only temporary and was follo;%edbs a re-lapse. Once again, banking diculties were a notable feature ofthe relapse. A renewed series of bank failures began in the last quarter of1932, mostly in the Midwest and Far West, and there was a sharp spurtin January involving a wider area. The

deposit_currency ratio fell: thestock of money ceased growing and began to fall precipitously afterJanuary 1933. Statewide bank holidays spread, increasing the demandfor currency. Substitutes for currency were introduced as in earlier panics.offsetting to some e.xtent the decline in the money stock shoss 0 in Our
A. F. Burns and W. C. MitchieU, .tfeasurjflg Bu5155 cycles, New York.NBER, 1946, pp. 82-83; iden, Frodctj00 during the 4merjcan Businof 1927-1933 New York, NBER, Bulletin 61, Nov. 1936, pp. 2 and 4.
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THE GREAT CONTRACTION

estimates." The monetary difficulties were accompanied by a resersal in
the movement of interest rates and by a (elapse on the economic front.
Physical indexes ceased rising and began to fall once again and so did
prices and other indicators of business activity.

This time the availability of RFC loans did not stem the rising tide of
bank failures, partly because a provision of an act passed in July 1932

interpreted as requiring publication of the names of banks to which
the RFC had made loans in the preceding month, and such publication
began in August. The inclusion of a banks name on the list was correctly
interpreted as a sign of weakness, and hence frequently led to runs on the
bank. In consequence. banks were fearful of borrowing from she RFC.
The damace was further increased in January 1933 when, pursuant to a
House resolution, the RFC made public all loans extended before August
1932. When runs on individual banks in Nevada threatened to involve
banks throughout the state, a state banking holiday relieving them of the
necessity of meeting their obligations to creditors was declared on
October 31. 1932. Iosa followed suit tinder similar circumstances on
january 20, 1933; Louisiana declared a holiday on February 3 to aid the
banks of the city of New Orleans; and Michigan, on February 14.
Congress freed national banks in February from penalties for restricting
or deferring withdrawals according to the terms of holidays in the states
where they were located. By March 3, holidays had been declared in about
half the states.34 While the holiday halted withdrawals in a given state, it

"It has been estimated that probably as much as $1 billion in scrip was in cir-
culation in the United States up through the bank holiday (H. P. Willis and J. M.
Chapman, The Banking Situation, New York, Columbia University Press, 1934,
p. 155. See also Chap. 8, sect. 1.

Hoover asserts in his memoirs that, before signing the bill in question (the
Emergency Relief and Construction Act of July 21, 1932), he was assured that
the list of borrowers from the RFC would be treated as confidential and would not
be published, and that if it had not been for this assurance, he "would probably
have had to veto the bill" (Memoirs, pp. 110-111).

The law specified only that the RFC make monthly reports to the President
of the United States and the Congress on all loans granted the previous month.
It was John N. Gamer, then Speaker of the House, who in August instructed the
Clerk to make the reports public. The Democrats claimed that publication of RFC
loans served as a safeguard against favoritism in the distribution of loans. There
was also some resentment against Eugene Meyer, chairman of the RFC until July
1932. and Secretary of the Treasury Mills. a member of the board of directors.
for not keeping Democratic directors informed about RFC attior_s (Jesse Jones.
Fiy Billion Dollars, Macmillan. 1951, pp. 72. 82-83. 5 1i.-520. For the House
resolution, see Congressional Record, Jan. 6, 1933. p. 1362.

"Bank holidays, by legislation or executive order, included the following main
types: (1) for a designated time local banks under state jurisdiction were for-
bidden to pay Out funds at depositors' request: 2) individual banks were author-
ized, either on their own initiative or with the consent of the state banking depart.
ment. to notify their depositors of their determination to restrict withdrawals to a
spes'ified amount or proportion of depusivs: 3 a percentage of deposits up to
which depositors might draw was specifled for all the banks in a state.
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increased pressure elsewhere, because the bank-s that had been given
temporary relief withdrew funds from their correspondents in other states
in order to strengthen their position. In addition, substitutes for bank
money became essential, as in pa.st restrictions of convertibility of deposits,
and internal exchanges were disrupted. Currency holdings of the public
rose $760 million, or about 16 per cent, in the two months from the end
of 1932 to February 1933.

The main burden of the internal drain fell on New York City banks
Between February I and March I. interior banks withdrew $760 iniljion
in ba1ances they held with those banks. New York City banks reduced
their holdings of government securities by $260 million during February.
a measure that tightened the money marketand turned to the Reserve
Bank for borrowing funds. The situation produced nervousness among the
New York banks with their much intensified aversion to borrowing At
the becinning of March they still held $900 million in interbank balances.

Fear of a renewed foreinm drain added to the anxiety of both the corn-
rnercia! banks and the Federal Reserve System. Rumors that the incoming
administration would devaluerumors that were later confirmed by
the event_led to a speculative accumulation of foreign currencies by
private banks and other holders of dollars and to increased earmarkingsof gold. For the first time, also, the internal drain partly took the form
of a specific demand for gold coin and gold certificates in place of FederalReserve note or other currency. Mounting panic at New York City banks
on these accounts was reinforced in the first few days of March by heavy
ssitlidrawals from savings banks and demands for currency by interiorbanks.

The Federal Reserve System reacted to these events very much as ithad in September 1931. It raised discount rates in February 1933 in re-action to the external drain, and it did not seek to counter either the
external or internal drain by any extensive open market purchasesThough it increased its government security holdings in February 1933,after permitting them to decline by nearly $100 million in January, tht'swere only $30 million higher at the time of the banking holiday thanthey were at the end of December 1932. Again it raised the buvin rateson accepmanc5 along with the discount rate, and again hT!s how'htincreased hut by far less than the concurrent drain on bank resersesAgain, as in September and October 1931, banks svt-re driven to disrntiritat the higher rates and to dump securities on the market, so that interestrates on all catcgorj5 of securities rose sharply (st-c Chart 29This time the situation was even more serious than

in Septerimber 1931because of all that had gone before. In addition, the panic was far mrewidespread. In the first few days of March, heavy drains of gold, bethinternal and external reduced the New York Bank's reserve percenta'e
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below its legal limit. On March 3, Governor Harrison inforitied Guteiiior

Meyer of the Federal Reserve Board that "lie would not take the responsi-

bility of running this bank with deficient reserves in die absence of legal

sanction provided by the Federal Reserve Act." With some reluctance,

the Board suspended reserve requirements for thirty days."

The System itself shared in the panic that prevailed in New York.

Harrison was eager for a bank holiday, regarding suspension of reserve

ks. icquirements as an inadequate solution and, on the morning of March 3,

ion recommended a nationwide holiday to Secretary of the Treasury Mills

cs'd aisd Governor Meyer. Despite much discussion between New York and

Washington, by evening the declaration of a national holiday was ruled

out. Harrison then joined the New York Clearing House banks and therye -

'en
tsts

k
its,

lie

nd

State Superintendent of Banks in requesting New York's Governor

At 1.ehman to declare a state banking holiday.35 Lehman did so, effectie

es. March 4. Similar action was taken by the governors of Illinois, Nias-

sachusctts, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. On March 4, the Federal Re-

irig serve Banks remained closed as did all the leading exchanges. The central

by banking system, set up primarily to render impossible the restriction of

by payments by commercial banks, itself joined the commercial banks in a

ns Harrison, Notes Vol. III, Mar. 3. 1933.
x'm Harrison regarded suspension of reserve requirements as she least desirable

ral alternative, because the Reserve Bank would still he obliged to pay out gold and

nks
currency to hoarders. Another alternative was suspension of specie payments. which

lie also considered Unattractive, because "hysteria and panic miO'nt result and there
avv - , -probably would be a run on the banks 01 the country. He concluded that the best

sor course was to declare a nationwide holiday "which would permit the country
to calm down and which would allow time for the passage of legislation so remedy

the situation."
S it En response to Harrison's recommendation. Secretary Mills and Governor Moser

re- suggested instead a banking ltoliday in the State of New York. Harrison refused

the
so make such a tequest of Governor Lehman on the initiative of the New York
Bank, became he believed a state holiday would result iii greater confusion,

SC'S. since the New York Bank would still have to pay out gold to foreigners. and the

33. rest of the country's banking system could not function if New York declared a
holiday. The directors of the New York Bank adopted a resolution requesting the
Federal Reserve Board to urge the President of the United States to proclaim a

nationwide holiday on Saturday, Mar. 4, and Monday, Mar. 6. Harrison

talked to President Hoover by telephone, but the President would not commit
himself. Later that evening, reports were received from Washington that both the
President and President'elecs had gone to bed and that there was rio chance that

CS. a national holiday would be declaied.

tot
Harrison left the Bank immediately to join a conference at Governor Lehntan's

home in New York, at which the decision for a state holiday was finally reached.
Lehman had advised Harrison earlier in the day that he would declare the holi-

day if it seemed desirable, but he had been annoyed with the Clearing House
banks because they had induced him to make a statement that he ssould not.
Later that day the Clearing llou.se banks had agreed to cooperate if Lehman

ire declared a holiday but would net request him to. They feared it would hurt their

rth prestige if they were represented as stoking a holiday, in that case, "they 5soiild

rather stay open and take their beating" 1 ibid. I.

:11
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more widespread, complete, and economically disturbing restriction of
payments than had ever been experienced in the history of the countryOne can certainly sympathize with Hoover's comment about that episode:'1 concluded the Reserve Board] was indeed a weak reed for a nation tolean on in tiriie of trouble."3

A nationwide banking holiday, which was finally proclaimed aftermidnight on Match 6 by President Roosevelt, closed all banks untilMarch 9 and suspended gold redemption and gold shipments abroad OnMarch 9, Congress at a special session enacted an Emergency BankingAct confirming the powers assumed by the President in declaring theholiday, provided for a way of dealing with unlicensed banks and
authorized emergency issues of Federal Reserve Bank notes to fill currencyneeds. The President thereupon extended the holiday; it was riot termi-nated until March 13. 14, and 15. depending on the location of the banks,which were authorized to open only if licensed to do so by federal or statebanking authorities (for a fuller discussion, see Chapter 8, section 1As noted in Chapter 4, section 3, the banking holiday, while of thesame species as earlier restrictions of payments in 1814, 1818, 1837. 1839,1857, 1873, 1893, and 1907, was of a far more virulent genus. To the bestof our knowledge, in these earlier restrictions, no substantial number ofbanks closed down entirely even for a day, let alone for a minimum ofsix business days. In the earlier restrictions, banks had continued to makeloans, transfer deposits by check, and conduct all their usual businessexcept the unlimited conversion of deposits into currency on derriand,Indeed, the restriction enabled them to COfltiflue such activities and, insome instances, to expand their loans by relieving them from the im-mediate pressure to acquire currency to meet the demands of theirdepositors..a pressure that was doomed to be self-defeatjn for thebanking sYstem as a whole except through drastic reduction in the stockof money, True, to prepare themselves for resumption, banks generallytended to reduce the ratio of their deposits to reserves, following restric."tfepnoirj p. 212.

Clark S%'arburton notes: 'By the middle l880's most of the States had adoptedor were in the process of
deteloping general banking codes, with the inaertjofs ofproisions for Severe penalties for failure to pay notes in specie, or had placedsuch Provisions in bank charters when renewing them or granting new ones Ur,dersuch provision,s suspension of specie payrnersts meant forfeiture of charters or atla,t curtailment of business until specie payments wese resumed tn some casesthe latter was permitted by special enactments of state legislatures Under thesecondjtjon suspension of specie payinens provided relief from an immediate bank-ing panic, but led to a process of contraction of the bank.suppld circulatingmedium" ("Variations in Economic Growth and Banking

Development. irs theUnited States from 1835 to 1885." Journal of Economic Hiiory, Sept 1958. p
292. We know of no instance where any legjslatU or bank supejsors.

authority
declared bank charters to be forfeited as a result of a general re5trj(to0 of (eu.ertibulity Instead, letislasion was enacted Possponing

or relies ing hangs of tf,
penalties the law imposed for

suspension of specie pavy,,en5
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tion. But the fall in the depositreserve ratio and the resulting downward
pressure on the money stock were moderate and gradual and could be

largely or wholly offset by expansion in high-powered money through
specie inflows.39 As a result, contraction of the stock of money, when it
occurred at all, was relatively mild and usually lasted perhaps a year, not
several years as in 1929-33. Restriction was, as we remarked earlier, a
therapeutic measure to prevent a cumulation of bank failures arising
solely out of liquidity needs that the system as a whole could not possibly
satisfy. And restriction succeeded in this respect. In none of the earlier
episodes, with the possible eception of the restriction that began in 1839
and continued until 1842.° was there any e.tensive series of bank failures
after restriction occurred. Banks failed because they were "unsound," not
because they were for eho moment illiquid.

Restriction of payments was not, of course, a satisfactory solution to
the problem of panics. If the prccedivg description makes it sound so,
it is only by comparison with the vastly less satisfactory resolution of
1930-33. Indeed, the pre-Worid War I restrictions were regarded as
anything but a satisfactory solution by those who experienced them, which
is why they produced such strong pressure for monetary and banking
reform. Those earlier restrictions were accompanied by a premium on
currency, which in effect created two separate media of payments: and by
charges imposed by banks in one locality on the remission of funds to
other banks at a distance, since local substitutes for money would not

See Bray Hammond, Banks and Politics in America, Princeton University
Press, 1957, P. 713. Referring to the restriction in 1857 which had occurred in
the United States but not in Canada. he states: "As usual, the immediate effect
of stopping specie payments in the States was ease. The banks, relieved of having
to pay their own debts, ceased their harsh pressure on their borrowers. The general
understanding that specie payments must sooner or later be resumed impelled a
continuance of liquidation but of milder sort."

It is significant that the extensive bank failures of 1839-42 were associated
with a restriction of convertibility that was limited mainly to banks in the Vest

and the South. The banks of New York and New England maintained payments.
We are doubtful that the 1837 restriction is an exception, although Willard L.

Thorp's Business Annals (New York, NBER, 1926, p. 122) refers to "over six
hundred bank failures" in that yearwhich may, ci course, have occurred before
restriction came in May. The reliability of this flure is questionable. The only
data available on number of banks for the period 1834-63 are those contained in
the reports on the condition of the banks, made annually to Cor,grcss in compli-

ance with a resolution of 1832 (she figures are reprinted in Annual RepoTt of
the Comptroller of the Currency, 1876, Appendix, p. 91. The number of banks,
according to this source, rose from 713 in 1836 to 768 in 1837, 829 irs 1838 and
341) in 1839. This series shows a continued rise, whereas it almost surely would
show a decline if she number of failures had been the more than 600 noted by
Thorp. The number of banks is doubtless an underestimate and maY entirels ex-
clude unincorporated private hanki, whereas failures may have been concentrated
among the latter. Even so, it seems unlikely that new banks would have been more
numerous than failures in 1837 even among the categories covered, if so many
banks of all kinds had in fact failed

I '
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serve as means of payment elsewhere in the country and banks were re-
luctant to part with reserve funds that were generally acceptable. To0. M. \V. Sprague, "the dislocation of the domestic exchanges' as a result
of restriction was a serious disturbance to the trade of the country."

The term suspension of payments, widely applied to those earlier
episodes, is a misnomer. Univ one class of payments ss'as suspended, the
conversion of deposits into currency, and this class was suspended in order
to permit the maintenance of other classes of payments. The term suspen-
sion of payments is apt solely for the 1933 episode, which did indeed in-
volve the suspension of all payments and all usual activities by the bank-ing system. Deposits of ever\' kind in banks became unavailable to de-
positors. Suspension occurred after, rather than before, liquidity pressureshad produced a wave of bank failures without precedent. And far frompreventing further bank failures, it brought additional bank failures in itstrain. More than 5,000 baisks sOil in operation when the holiday wasdeclared did not reopen their doors when it ended, and of these, over2,000 never did thereafter Ksee Chapter 8. section 1 The "cure" cameclose to being worse than the disease.

One would be hard put to it indeed to find a more dramatic exampleof how far the result of legislation can deviate front intention titan thiscontrast between the earlier restrictions of payments and the bankingholiday under the Federal Reserve System, set up largely to prevent theirrepetition.
The facts of the banking panic are straightforward The immediatereasons for its occurrence are not. Why was tentative

recovery followed byrelapse? Why after some months of quiet was there renewed pressure onthe banking system? The answer is by no means clear.
One important factoi was the drasticaily weakened capital position ofthe commercial banks, which made them extremely vulnerable to evenminor drains. The recorded capital figures were widely reconized asoverstating the available capital, because assets were being carried on thebooks at a value higher than their market value.2 Federal Reserve openmarket purchases would have improved the capital position b taisingniarket values, but those purchases ended in August 1932. AlternativelyReconstruction Finance Corporation funds could have improved thecapital position if they had been made available in the form of capitaJ'

'IIito, of Ctises Under the National Banking S;trn, National MonetaryConimission 1910. pp. 75, 206, 291.
"See footnote 2. above for the change at the end of 193! in the Comptroll,'1of the Currency's ahiation of bonds in national bank portfolios State bankingauthorjtie3 followed the Comptroller's procedure° RFC loans helped in a measure but the RFC took the best of a dis-tressed bank's assets as security for a loan, often little was left to meet any further
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They were not, however, until the Emergency Banking Act of March 9,
1933, authorized the RFC to invest in the preferred stock or capital notes
of commercial banks.

The election campaiCn may well have been another factor. It was the
occasion for a summing up by the Republicans of all the perils to which
the financial system had been exposed and which they claimed to have
successfully surmounted, while the Democrats predicted worse perils to
come if the Republicans were continued in office. Fears concerning the
safety of the banking system were heightened not only by the campaign
talk, but also by the January 1933 disclosure, as noted above, of names
of banks to which the RFC had made loans before August 1932. and by
consideration in the Senate that same month of the Glass bill which
proposed reform of questionable practices of the banks.

Uncertainty about the economic and, particularly, the monetary policies
to be followed by the new administration also contributed to the relapse.44

In the course of the election campaigu Roosevelt had made ambivalent

statements which were interpretedcertainly by Senator Glass, among
othersas committing himself to the retention of the gold standard at

demands by depositors. Many of the banks helped by the RFC failed by March
1933 for lack of sufficient capital. Owen D. Young remarked to the directors of
the New Yc.rk Federal Reserve Bank, Under present methods a loan from the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation is largely used to pay off certain depositors
before the bank ultimately closet, leaving the other depositors nut on a limb be-
cause the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has gutted the bank of collateral
in securing its loan. If this is all that is to be accomplished it might have beers

better to make no loans" (Harrison, Notes. Vol. II, July 7, 1932).
The election was decided in Nov. 1932 but the new President was not man-

gurated until Mar. 1933, and this inteeregitum coincided almost preciselywith she
initial halt in the tentative recovery and iluen the sharp downward slide. In his
memoirs, Hoover argues that the final banking panic could hate been prevented
had Roosevelt disavowed any intention to devalue the dollar or unbalance the
budget and had Roosevelt cooperated with him, as he repeatedly requested him
to do. in joint measures to stem the rising tide of banking difficulties (Memoirs,
op. 206-216; J. M. Burns, Roosevelt: The Lion aisd the Fox, New York, Ilarcourt,
Brace, 1956, p. 147).

Roosevelt's "jew was that people were withdrawing money from the banks not
because of lack vi confidence in him, but because of lack of confidence in banks:
what was needed ss reoreanization and reform of the banking system, not opti-
mistic statements by h'ri (A. M. Schlesinger. Jr.. The Age of Roosevelt, Vol. I,
The Crisis of the Old OrJ., 1919-1933, Boston. Houghton MLfflin, 1957, pp.

476-477 .
There were n,nasures Hoover might ha.'e taken on his own responsibility, but

as his administration ap........h_d the end he was understandably unwilling to
initiate policy without the approval of she incoming administration. A few days
before the inauguration, the Treasury and the Federal Reserve Board pressed him

to declare a nationwide bank holiday, but he proposed instead an executive order
controlling the foreign exchanges and gold withdrawals if Roosevelt would ap-
prove. Roosevelt again refused to take joint action with him.
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the then exIsting gold parity. After the election, rumors spread that the
new administration planned to devalue, that Roosevelt had been pet-suaded by George Warren to follow a policy of altering the gold contentof the dollar as a means of "reflating" prices. The rumors became par-
ticularly widespread in early 1933 and gained credence when Rooseveltrefused to deny them. The effect of the tumors and the failure to denythem was that, for the first time in the course of the contraction, theinternal drain in part took the form of a demand for gold coin and
certificates thereby reinforcing the external drain arising from speculativeaccumulation of foreign exchange.

The rumors about gold were only one part of the general uncertaintyduring the interregnum about future financial and economic policy. Under
ordinary circumstances, it would have been doubtful that such rumorsand such uncertainty could be a major factor accounting for so dramaticand widespread a financial panic. But these were not ordinary circum-stances. The uncertainty came after more than three years of severe
economic contraction and after more than two years of banking difficultiesin which one wave of bank failures had followed another and had left thebanking system in a peculiarly vulnerable position. The Federal Rscreitself participated in the general atmosphere of panic. Once the panicstarted, it fed on itself.

2. Factors Accounting for Changes in the Stock of Money
The factors accounting for changes in the stock of money during the fouryears from 1929 to 1933 are strikingly different from those in the otherperiods we have examined. Generally, the pattern for high-poweredmoney has impressed itself most strongly on the total stock of money, thebehayior of the two deposit ratios serving mainly to alter the tilt of themoney stock relative to the tilt of high-posrerd money. That relationholds in Chart 31 only for the period up tO October 1930. the onset ofthe first banking crisis. Thereafter, the two deposit ratios take command.High-powered money moves in a direction opposite to that of the totalstock of money, and not even most of its short-term movements leave animpress on the stock of money.

From August 1929 to March 1933 as a whole, the change in high-powered money alone would have produced a rise of 17 per cent in. thestock of money. The change in the deposstcurrency ratio alone would
Frank B. Freidel, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Vol. 3, The Triumph Boto0Little Brown, 1956, p. 351 Rxey Smith and Norman BcaSiey Carter G105, NewYork, Longmans Green 1939. pp. 32l-333 When Roosevelt authjjzd toreduce the gold content of the dollar under

authority of the Thomas amendmentto the .Agric,lturl
Adjuatment Act of May 12, 1933, Gias, who had made an

important speeds on behalf of RoeyeJt during the election campaign made avigorous attack on him its the Senate (Smith and Bea.sley pp 34935fi
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